
The DAIDO METAL GROUP’s products have supported people’s prosperous lives and 
industrial development in various regions around the world.
We will continue to respond to the expectations of our customers and the needs of society 
through our superior technologies and products that have been generated through ambitious 
product engineering that has continuously been handed down since our founding.

Company Outline of DAIDO METAL

Create social value 
through business

Broadly support society 
and infrastructure

Plain bearings for automotive engines

Bearings produced through our core 
technologies are used not only in 
the automotive industry, but also in 
a variety of other industries. The 
Group’s bearings, that support all 
movement contribute to the 
development of society.
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The CSR activities of DAIDO METAL CO., LTD. and some 
of its affiliated companies are detailed in this report. Those 
activities are based on the CSR policy specified on page 6. 
This report also aims to facilitate communication with our 
stakeholders as well as further raising awareness of our 
CSR activities among all DAIDO METAL employees.

This report covers the activities of DAIDO METAL CO., LTD. 
and some of its affiliated companies.

Fiscal year 2018 (April 2018 - March 2019)
Some information is updated to reflect the latest activities.

ISO26000
Ministry of the Environment’s “Environmental Reporting 
Guidelines 2018”

February 2020
(Next edition will be released in autumn 2020.)

Policy

Scope

Period under review

Reference guidelines

Publication date

Pass on a prosperous society on to the 
next generation
We are boldly challenging the unknown world in order to 
produce innovation centered on “expansion into new 
markets and new applications” and “creation of new 
products and new businesses” to fulfill our responsibility as 
a global company.
　In addition, we will contribute to initiatives to achieve the 
various goals set forth in the UN’s “Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).”

Contribute to the revitalization 
and development of regions

Implemented social contribution activities 
domestically and overseas

There are 6,887 employees working at 
global bases in Japan, Europe, North 
America and Asia, who have contributed 
toward the revitalization of the regions 
surrounding these bases. In addition, we 
have proactively engaged in social 
contribution activities and contributed 
toward the 
development of 
local communities.

Our Corporate Philosophy

1. Our Duty　

2. Our Resolve

3. Our Foundation

4. Our Approach

5. Our Objective

Our Principles
1. We will always approach business from a global perspective.

2. We will always attend to the needs and desires of our customers.

3. We will continue to recognize the importance of the environment.

4. We will continue to value individuality and work to achieve 
synergy between people.

5. We will always remain open to new ideas and proposals.

6. We will always respond with speed and agility.

Make efforts to develop products and materials that are 
environmentally friendly, and contribute toward low fuel consumption
We are expanding our initiatives on a global scale by developing new products and new 
environmentally friendly materials that contribute toward low fuel consumption and the reduction of 
substances harmful to the environment, and by promoting the improvement of quality of the 
Group’s products.

Lead-free bearings for automotive applications, dam 
flood gates, etc. demonstrate high ecological efficiency.

■ Lead-free bearings Please see “Aim for 
Sustainable Growth” 
on pages 7 and 8 for 
the relationship 
between business 
areas and society.

Polymer surface

Aluminum alloy

Steel

We hold ourselves responsible for the happiness of everyone in 
our organization and the contributions we make to global society.

We will create a vigorous and open-minded corporate culture 
through diligent self-discipline and ethical behavior.

We will learn from our markets, respond to our customers’ 
requirements, and surpass our customers’ expectations.

We will devote ourselves to creation, innovation, and the 
realization of dreams.

We will strive to be the world leader in tribology 
through constant technical improvement, 
development, and innovation.

■ Polymer coating bearing

Contribute toward the energy efficiency of automotive 
engines through low friction properties, and 
contribute to the reduction of CO₂
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